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The last month went by very
quickly, and it brought sad
news with the unexpected
and sudden passing of our
friend and fellow PCA
member Marty Halprin.
Although tragic, we can only
move forward and reflect on
what is important to us in our
own lives. For some of us,
that is family, friends and cars. Last week the
melting snow and wet streets made me smile.
This morning I muttered some choice words
followed by "Why" and "Winnipeg" as I scraped
ice chunks off my windshield. I got over it as
most Manitobans do, and set my sights on
warmer sunny days that are soon to follow! I
even went as far as taking the cover off my
Porsche and inspecting tire pressure, battery
condition and other minor checks. Maybe I am
being a bit too anxious, but I do miss summer!
The new "Porsche Centre Winnipeg" is almost
complete and there will be an announcement
coming shortly through our mass emailer with
official grand opening dates specifically for our
club! It should correspond rather closely with the
release of the new 2013 Cayman so that may
very well be the first official Red River Region
PCA event of 2013! Please stay tuned as the
email may be sent with very little notice
depending on the information that we get from
The Porsche Centre.
Keep warm, don't put your snow blowers away
quite yet, but start thinking about what your car
may need to get on the road at the first sign of
green grass! ■

A sports car celebrates a special anniversary
Stuttgart. For five decades, the 911 has been the heart of the Porsche brand. Few
other automobiles in the world can look back on such a long tradition and such
continuity as the Porsche 911. It has been inspiring car enthusiasts the world over
since its debut as the model 901 at the IAA International Automotive Show in
September 1963. Today it is considered the quintessential sports car, the
benchmark for all others. The 911 is also the central point of reference for all other
Porsche series. From the Cayenne to the Panamera, every Porsche is the most
sporting automobile in its category, and each one carries a piece of the 911
philosophy.
[+]

Over 820,000 Porsche 911s have been built, making it the most successful
sports car in the world. For each of its seven generations the engineers in
Zuffenhausen and Weissach have reinvented it, time and time again
demonstrating to the world the innovative power of the Porsche brand. Like no
other vehicle, the 911 reconciles apparent contradictions such as sportiness and
everyday practicality, tradition and innovation, exclusivity and social acceptance,
design and functionality. It is no wonder that each generation has written its own
personal success story. Ferry Porsche best described its unique qualities: “The
911 is the only car you could drive on an African safari or at Le Mans, to the
theatre or through New York City traffic.”
In addition to its classic yet unique lines, the Porsche 911 has always been
distinguished by its advanced technology. Many of the ideas and technologies
that made their debut in the Porsche 911 were conceived on the race track. The
911 was committed to the performance principle from the start, and motor racing
is its most important test lab. From the very beginning it has been at home on
circuits all over the world, earning a
reputation as a versatile and
dependable winner. Indeed, a good
two thirds of Porsche's 30,000 race
victories to date were notched up by
President's Column . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
the 911.
[+]

How Porsche celebrates
the anniversary

The members of the Red River PCA extend our
sincere condolences to the family and friends
of Marty Halprin. Marty passed away in
Tucson, AZ on February 17. An avid cyclist,
Marty was in Nevada, competing in a 24-hour
mountain bike race. Marty had many friends
within the Red River Porsche Club of America
and he will be sadly missed.

For Porsche, the 50th anniversary of
this iconic sports car is the central
theme of 2013. There will be a wide
variety of anniversary events, starting
with the “Retro Classics” automobile
show in Stuttgart. From 7 to 10 March
the Porsche Museum will ring in the
anniversary year with four special
exhibits, an early-model 911 Turbo
Coupé, a 911 Cabriolet study from
1981, a 1997 street version 911 GT1
and the pre-series Type 754 T7. This
chassis by Professor Ferdinand
Alexander Porsche was a milestone
on the way to the 911 design.
continued on page 4
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I’ve had it up to here with winter! I‘m sure that, like
myself, you are itching to get your Porsche back
on dry pavement. But with winter still hanging on,
the next best thing to driving it, is to work on
something that may need tweaking. I decided to
pull the dash pod off the 928 and address the
dimness of the instrument cluster lighting. Thank
goodness for “dwaynesgarage.com” for detailed
step by step instructions, with photos on how to
remove and install the dash
pod. Once removed, I
discovered that the chrome
paint on the 3 prisms that
conduct light from the light
bulbs was badly deteriorated.
The DIY fix for this, is to remove
the old chrome paint and cover
the prism the aluminum foil,
thus directing the light on to the
gauges. That was my plan of
attack until I saw an LED change up kit available
on Ebay for about $50 plus shipping. I thought
hmmm, I bet I could find LEDs at Canadian Tire...
and I did.....a package of 10 blue tint automotive
LEDs for $20 bucks! Removing the old prisms
was easy and it was just a matter of hot gluing the
10 LEDs resulting openings making the electrical
connection. And here is the result:

ESTABLISHED 1989
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Those of you, like myself who have an older
Porsche with an MPH only speedo may want to
check out an app called “Ulysse Speedomete” It
uses GPS to determine your speed and I was
amazed how well it worked. No more calculating
my speed.

Yes, winter sucks, but it does offer us some time to
tinker, tweak and repair our precious Porsches.
See you on the road .......soon.!

IMPORTANT REMINDER
If you change your address, phone number, e-mail, or the
model of Porsche you own, please, update your data on
the PCA website at www.PCA.org. This is so that we can
communicate with you, and you will continue to receive
PANORAMA delivered to your mailbox.
One Club

13 Zones

140 Regions

60,000 Members

Millions of Admirers!
If you know, or see, someone with a Porsche, urge him or her to join our club.

CONTACT: Malcolm, Membership Chair
Tel: 488-9622
E-mail: PorscheMB@aol.com
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control regulations. The Porsche 911 became more and more
powerful as displacement increased, initially to 2.2 litres (1969) and
later to 2.4 (1971). The 911 Carrera RS 2.7 of 1972 with 210 hp
engine and weighing less than 1000 kg remains the epitome of a
dream car to this day. Its characteristic “ducktail” was the world's first
rear spoiler on a production vehicle.

The G-Series (1973) - The Second Generation
Ten years after
its premiere, the
engineers at
Porsche gave
the 911 its first
t h o r o u g h
makeover. The G
model was
produced from
1973 to 1989,
longer than any
o t h e r 9 11
generation. It
featured prominent bellows bumpers, an innovation designed to
meet the latest crash test standards in the United States. Occupant
protection was further improved by three-point safety belts as
standard equipment, as well as integrated headrests. One of the
most important milestones in the 911 saga was the 1974 unveiling of
the first Porsche 911 Turbo with a three-litre 260 hp engine and
enormous rear spoiler. With its unique blend of luxury and
performance, the Turbo became synonymous with the Porsche
mystique. The next performance jump came in 1977 with the
intercooler-equipped 911 Turbo 3.3. At 300 hp it was the best in its
class. In 1983 the naturally aspirated 911 Carrera superseded the
SC; with a 3.2 litre 231 hp engine, it became a favourite collectors’
item. Starting in 1982, fresh air enthusiasts could also order the 911
as a Cabriolet. The 911 Carrera Speedster, launched in 1989, was
evocative of the legendary 356 of the fifties.

The company is also sending an authentic 1967 model 911 on a
world tour. Over the course of the year, this vintage nine-eleven will
travel to five continents where it will be shown in places like Pebble
Beach CA, Shanghai, Goodwood UK, Paris and Australia. As an
ambassador for the Porsche brand, this vintage 911 will be in
attendance at many international fairs, historical rallies and motor
sport events. Fans and interested individuals can follow the car’s
progress at www.porsche.com/follow-911 (end of February).
The Porsche Museum is celebrating “50 years of the Porsche 911”
from 4 June through 29 September 2013, with a special exhibition
featuring the history and development of the nine-eleven. In the
spring the museum’s own publishing house, Edition PorscheMuseum, will publish an anniversary edition entitled “911x911.”

The 964 (1988) - Classic Modern
Just when automotive
experts were
predicting the
imminent end of an
era, in 1988 Porsche
came out with the 911
Carrera 4 (964). After
fifteen years of
production the 911
platform was radically
renewed with 85
p e r c e n t n e w
components, giving
Porsche a modern and
sustainable vehicle. Its
air-cooled 3.6 litre boxer engine delivered 250 hp. Externally, the
964 differed from its predecessors only slightly, in its aerodynamic
polyurethane bumpers and automatically extending rear spoiler, but
internally it was almost completely different. The new model was
designed to captivate drivers not only with sporty performance but
also with enhanced comfort. It came with ABS, Tiptronic, power
steering, and airbags, and rode on a completely redesigned chassis
with light alloy control arms and coil springs instead of the previous
torsion-bar suspension. A revolutionary member of the new 911 line
right from the start was the all-wheel drive Carrera 4 model. In
addition to Carrera Coupé, Cabriolet and Targa versions, starting in
1990 customers could also order the 964 Turbo. Initially powered by
the proven 3.3 litre boxer engine, in 1992 the Turbo was upgraded to
a more powerful 360 hp 3.6 litre power plant. Today, the 964 Carrera
RS, 911 Turbo S, and 911 Carrera 2 Speedster are particularly in
demand among collectors.

The generations
The First 911 (1963) - Birth of a Legend
As the successor to the Porsche 356, the 911 won the hearts of
sports car enthusiasts from the outset. The prototype was first
unveiled at the Frankfurt IAA Motor Show in 1963 as the 901, and
renamed the 911 for its market launch in 1964. Its air-cooled sixcylinder boxer engine delivered 130 hp, giving it an impressive top
speed of 210 km/h. If you wanted to take things a little slower, starting
in 1965 you could also opt for the four-cylinder Porsche 912. In 1966
Porsche presented the 160 hp 911 S, which was the first to feature
forged alloy wheels from Fuchs. The 911 Targa, with its distinctive
stainless steel roll bar, made its debut in late 1966 as the world's first
ever safety cabriolet. The semiautomatic Sportomatic four-speed
transmission joined the lineup in 1967. With the 911T of the same
year, and the later E and S variants, Porsche became the first
German manufacturer to comply with strict US exhaust emission
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The 993 (1993) - The Last Air-Cooled Models

The 997 (2004) - Classicism and Modernity

The 911 with the
internal design
number 993
remains the one
true love of
many a Porsche
d r i v e r. T h e
remarkably
pleasing design
has much to do
with this. The
integrated
b u m p e r s
underscore the
s m o o t h
elegance of its
styling. The
front section is lower-slung than on the earlier models, made
possible by a switch from round to polyellipsoid headlights. The 993
quickly gained a reputation for exceptional dependability and
reliability. It was also agile, as the first 911 with a newly designed
aluminium chassis. The Turbo version was the first to have a bi-turbo
engine, giving it the lowest-emission stock automotive powertrain in
the world in 1995. The hollow-spoke aluminium wheels, never before
used on any car, were yet another innovation of the all-wheel drive
Turbo version. The Porsche 911 GT2 was aimed at the sports car
purist who cherished the thrill of high speeds. An electric glass roof
that slid under the rear window was one of the innovations of the 911
Targa. But the real reason dyed-in-the-wool Porsche enthusiasts still
revere the 993 is that this model, produced from 1993 to 1998, was
the last 911 with an air-cooled engine.

In July 2004 Porsche unveiled the new generation 911 Carrera and
911 Carrera S models, referred to internally as the 997. The clear
oval headlights with separate blinkers in the front apron were a
visual return to older 911 models, but the 997 offered more than just
style. It was a high-performance vehicle, with a 3.6 litre boxer engine
that turned out out 325 hp while the new 3.8 litre engine of the
Carrera S managed an incredible 355 hp. The chassis was also
substantially reworked, and the Carrera S came with Porsche Active
Suspension Management as standard equipment. In 2006 Porsche
introduced the 911 Turbo, the first gasoline-powered production
automobile to include a turbocharger with variable turbine geometry.
A model update
in the fall of 2008
made the 997
even more
efficient thanks
to direct fuel
injection and a
dual clutch
transmission.
Never before
h a d t h e 9 11
series made
such extensive
allowances to
suit drivers’
individual
preferences, and
with Carrera, Targa, Cabriolet, rear or all-wheel drive, Turbo, GTS,
special models, and road versions of GT racing cars, the 911 family
ultimately comprised 24 model versions.

The 996 (1997) - Water-Cooled

The 991 (2011) – Refined by Experience

The 996, which
rolled off the
assembly line
from 1997 to
2 0 0 5 ,
represented a
major turning
point in the
history of the 911.
It retained all the
character of its
classic heritage,
but was an
entirely new
automobile. This
comprehensively
redesigned
generation was the first to be driven by a water-cooled boxer engine.
Thanks to its four-valve cylinder heads it achieved 300 hp and broke
new ground in terms of reduced emissions, noise, and fuel
consumption. The exterior design was a reinterpretation of the 911's
classic line, but with a lower drag coefficient (cW) of 0.30. The lines of
the 996 were also a result of component sharing with Porsche’s
successful Boxster model. Its most obvious exterior feature were the
headlights with integrated turn signals, at first controversial but later
copied by many other manufacturers. On the inside, drivers
experienced an entirely new cockpit. Driving comfort now also
played a greater role alongside the typical sporty characteristics.
With the 996 Porsche launched an unprecedented product offensive
with a whole series of new variations. The 911 GT3 became one of
the highlights of the model range in 1999, keeping the tradition of the
Carrera RS alive. The 911 GT2, the first car equipped with ceramic
brakes as standard, was marketed as an extreme sports vehicle
starting in the fall of 2000.

This car, known internally as the 991, represents the greatest
technical leap in the evolution of the 911. Already the class
benchmark for decades, the new 911 generation raised
performance and efficiency to new levels. A totally new suspension
with a longer wheelbase, wider track, larger tyres and an
ergonomically optimized interior – it all adds up to an even sportier
yet more comfortable driving experience. Technically, the 911 is the
epitome of Porsche Intelligent Performance - even lower fuel
consumption, even higher performance. This is due in part to the
smaller 3.4 litre displacement in the Carrera basic model (yet
developing 5 hp more than the 997/II), and to its hybrid
steel/aluminium construction, which significantly reduces curb
weight. Other innovations include Porsche Dynamic Chassis
Control (PDCC) and the world’s first seven-gear manual
transmission. The
design of the 991
has likewise met
with high critical
acclaim. With its
flat, stretched
silhouette, exciting
contours, and
p r e c i s e l y
designed details,
the seventh
generation of the
P o r s c h e 9 11
Carrera remains
unmistakably a
911 that has once again succeeded in redefining the standard for
automobile design. It is the best 911 of all time – until the next
generation. ■
Courtesy, Porsche Cars North America
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Here is some motor vehicle-related information, plus some
observations, gleaned on a November trip to China and Malaysia
which my wife, Dawn, and I took in November, 2012:
1. there are currently 7.1 million persons living in the Hong Kong
Administrative Region (HKAR), comprising Hong Kong Island,
Kowloon, the New Territories and associated islands, such as
Lantau. About 10% of the population own personal motor vehicles,
so there are roughly 700 thousand cars, mini-vans and SUVs
running about in the fairly restricted confines of the HKAR. Yes,
there is traffic congestion, but traffic still flows reasonably well,
unlike say, Beijing, where traffic seems eternally gridlocked.
Nonetheless, HKAR government authorities are actively
discouraging future growth in the ownership of personal vehicles.
One significant method of stifling ownership is by the
implementation of a registration surcharge, levied on each
vehicle's “out the door” cost (purchase price + freight + insurance).
This surcharge is on a sliding scale: 35% of vehicle total cost up to
and including $HK150,000 (about $CDN22,000); 65% for vehicle
total cost from $HK150,001 to 300,000; 85% for costs of over
HK$300,000 to 500,000; and 100% on costs above HK$500,000
(i.e., your typical Ferrari, Bentley, and the like).

Porsche Centre Bukit Bintang, Kuala Lumpur

notwithstanding Porsche's published statistics indicating a 17%
growth in Asia overall and 24% in China itself. Most puzzling of all
was VW brand's very small presence in HKAR, given its
substantial profile in mainland China.

·
·
Audi dealership, Kowloon

Perhaps this does discourage the middle-class
buyer, but the wealthy appear not to be phased by
purchase and operating (read fuel and licensing /
registration) costs, since there are significant
numbers of Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Land Rover,
BMW, Audi, high-end Mercedes, and Ferrari
vehicles to be seen on a daily basis. For example,
in a 5 day period in Hong Kong, I counted 22
Ferraris, 5 Bentleys, 5 Aston Martins, 3 Maseratis,
3 Lamborghinis, 4 Rolls-Royces and more
Mercedes CLs, GLs, MLs, SLs and G-Wagens /
Audi A6s, A8s, TTs and Q7s / BMW 3s, 5s, 7s, X3s,
and X5s; Jaguars of various sorts; and Range
Rovers than could easily be recorded to my
memory.
2. relatively fewer Porsches were to be seen in that
same 5-day period – only 8 in total, consisting of 3
Cayennes, 2 Boxsters (1 model 986, 1 new), a
single Panamera, 1 model 997 and 1 model 991.
Surprising perhaps in view of a product range
covering sedans, SUVs and sports cars and
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3. Ferrari would appear
to be the favourite
plaything of the young
and newly wealthy in
China. The South China
Daily News (English
language newspaper)
noted in one edition that
2012 marks Ferrari's
20th anniversary in
China, i.e., the
anniversary of the 1st
Ferrari officially imported
into China. In 2011, 777
units were delivered in
China, making China
Ferrari's second biggest
market in the world. The
marque now has a
dealer network in more
than 20 cities in China.
Petronas twin towers by night, Kuala Lumpur To celebrate, Ferrari has
opened the first and only
permanent Ferrari exhibition, outside Maranello, in the former
Shanghai Italian Centre.

2% coming from a mix of
To y o t a P r i u s a n d
Mitsubishi van models. In
HKAR, all taxis run on
LPG fuel. The fleet is a mix
of private and public
ownership of individual
units, but all are painted in
one of three colours,
signifying the unit's fare
structure and operating
zone: red, for the most
outside old Singapoer Club,
expensive units, which Porsche Cayenne
Kuala Lumpur
have latitude to travel /
pick up passengers quite broadly in HK Island, Kowloon, and New
Territories, plus deliver to but not pick up at Lantau (airport); green,
for the 2nd tier fare and restricted to the New Territories; blue, for
3rd tier fares and a zone comprising Lantau Island, the airport and
Disneyland amusement park. Taxi licences were capped in 1994
at just under 19,000 and no new ones are available. Licences can
be inherited or traded on the open market, where it is not
uncommon for the most desirable to sell for $HK 7,000,000.
7. the price of gasoline
varies a bit: about $HK17.00
(or $CDN2.34) / liter in
HKAR, for eg., and about
Ringgit 2.00 (or CDN 70
cents) / liter in Kuala Lumpur
(as subsidized by
government in Malaysia, an
oil-producing nation).

4. HKAR is still a right-hand drive environs, a holdover from
colonial times.
(Most, but not all,
vehicles have
right-hand drive, of
course.) Some
vehicles carry two
sets of licence
plates, one set,
black on white; the
other, white on
black. I was told
997 TT in early morning mist, Kuala Lumpur
that the drivers of
dual- plate cars
have been tested
and approved to drive their vehicles – whether right- or left-hand
drive - in both right- and left-hand driving situations. These dual
plates are another luxury, carrying a $HK 40,000 upcharge,
according to one local.

8. city street surfaces in
Malaysian cities are only
An oldy but goody, Bukit Merah, Malaysia
slightly better than
Winnipeg's, which is to say a mix of just okay and poor. However,
the main north-south “jalan” or road (freeway, in this case) on the
western side of the peninsula, linking Singapore to Perlis, rivals a
German autobahn for smoothness. Nary a heave in the surface, in
spite of blistering temperatures most days. Construction was
undoubtedly both expensive and time-consuming - the highway
traverses very challenging terrain, mixing significant mountains,
streams, gorges, dense jungle, and almost as dense oil palm (and
a few old rubber) plantations. It's very easy to see why the British
thought (wrongly) that the Japanese would lack the ability,
5. reportedly, Ford is having resources and perseverance to invade Malaya, as it was then,
a more difficult time than from the north.
One of 2 retired F1 race cars pinned
GM and other big players in
over foyer entrance doors, Petronas
9. Shell Petroleum remains a very big player in Asia and the
Towers
establishing market share in
number of Shell filling stations confirms that fact. In Malaysia,
China. In part, this is
Petronas (the national oil company) is in second place, followed
attributed to Ford being as
by “son of Texaco”, i.e., CalTex. Nary a BP to be seen anywhere, it
yet unable to competitively
seems.
price certain of its models.
However, and I found this 10. it gets so hot in Malaysia that drivers who must park in the sun
quite amazing, Ford also for more than just a few minutes typically raise the wiper arms, in
appears to have a stigma in order to prevent the windshield wiper blades from melting on the
China from an event far glass.
back in the early decades of 11. Nissan and Mitsubishi are mounting major sales campaigns to
the 20th century. Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, founder of modern China, asked try to market electric and hybrid autos in Malaysia. However, with
Henry Ford to establish a branch of FoMoCo in China, partly to gasoline at a subsidized 70 cents per liter, it will be a difficult “sell”.
create cars and trucks for China's modernization, but also to help
with and generally guide the nation's industrialization. Henry Ford 12. Falken is one of the bigger players in the Asian tire market.
declined, perhaps with reason, given the political turmoil in China 13. last, and this has nothing to do with motor vehicles, what do
of the 1920's. Nonetheless, Henry Ford's declining the invitation Kuala Lumpur and Winnipeg have in common? Answer – both are
was much to the dismay of the Chinese, who even generations cities where two rivers meet. In fact, Kuala Lumpur, in the
later seem to have a bias vis-à-vis the Ford name.
language of the region, means “confluence of two muddy rivers”.
6. the #1 selling vehicle in Asia must be the Toyota Comfort, which And on that note, Selamat Jalan for now. ■
is just a somewhat modernized Cedric. (Talk about getting
“mileage” out of a basically +30-year old design!) The omnipresent
Comfort forms 98% of the large taxi fleets in South Asia, the other Written by PCA-RRR member, Brian Hanson, January 5, 2013
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Quiznos Steakhouse Beef Dip commercial
featuring a 928
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9_csud5NHk

Nelly - “Hey Porsche”
Nelly’s new video - Listen carefully to the lyrics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh1ZFNoREjg
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Seems once you get taste of
driving a car in an unrestricted
environment, and you actually
experience improvement, and
how much ridiculous fun it is,
you just want more.
So started the concept of a
Porsche Owners Driving
School. Porsche as a company
has understood that those
whom get to drive and
appreciate the unique
characteristics of a Porsche,
become more committed to the experience and the brand.
Porsche initiated a series of driving events across North America to
help potential enthusiasts experience a Porsche. These events
focus on skill and exercises designed to demonstrate the capabilities
of a Porsche. The instructors at these events are highly qualified and
very familiar with the attributes of the entire Porsche lineage.

throughout the night until
approximately 6 a.m. at which
time the texts and cell phone
calls began to be active. Are
we still on?...I can hardly drive
on the highway!...were the
common themes. Our ever
confident instructors indicated
we were committed…or should
have been!
We arrived at the track to a sea
of white and ice patches, which
were once puddles, and
wondered how we would accomplish anything. Our instructors
indicated we would begin with a series of exercises designed to

demonstrate the concepts of under-steer or over-steer and how we
were actually blessed with ideal conditions. We thought they were
nuts. The snow and ice actually provided for ideal conditions to
learn skid control at low speed, first on snow and ice and as the
morning progressed and the snow melted, on wet asphalt. Our
instructors indicated that they usually needed a water truck to create
such a skid pad; however, the weather had done this for us. The
morning became extremely productive with everyone learning to
drift their cars in a controlled environment.

It was my exposure to such an event that demonstrated the
capabilities of a Porsche and with some additional talent, what I could
expect from my car. In my case, the part of the entire equation that
was missing was the talent and here in Winnipeg Manitoba the
availability to improve is somewhat limited. Sure I could go south
somewhere and spend a small fortune and learn to drive some other After lunch we returned to the track and began learning about driving
make of car or open wheel vehicle but that didn't help me learn to lines, apexes, exiting corners and car balance, with lap after lap
following our instructors' guidance.
drive a Porsche, especially the model I might own.

We had a great representative of Porsches' from a GT2, Turbo 911,
C4, C2, Cayman, Boxster and even a Cayenne; all developing
confidence and improving with each successive lap.

This initiated the notion of getting some of Porsche's usual instructors
to come to Winnipeg and run a school for Porsche owners and
expand on the concept of improving the skills in your actual vehicle
and specifically a Porsche.
My own observation and experience was actual amazement at the
I was able to secure the services of Jonathan Urlin and Ken Nierop for progression of all the participants. I had in particular brought along a
such a school, but their prior commitments to Porsche and various GT2 which I was somewhat fearful of driving due to the power
race circuits left us one opportunity of October 27 & 28 to run such an available and the semi slicks it was riding on. I had numerous
visions of spinning end over end in the rhubarb with my heart in my
event in Gimli at the track and exclusively for our use.
throat!
The enthusiasm from PCA members was greater than expected and
in no time I had our target of 8 participants which quickly grew to 12 The instructors took our entire novice group through such a
systematic progression that seemed so simple and not one car left
and another instructor was added, Matt Pritilko.
the track at anytime. Every participant drove their Porsche from
The end of October certainly does not provide for stable weather and Winnipeg to Gimli and back afterwards. A true testament as to the
many questions arose as to what would happen if, for example, it drivability of these cars.
snowed. We would call off the school and reschedule for spring. The
long-term forecast indicated cool weather but sunny, so we decided it It seemed like the two days went by far too fast and by Sunday night,
was a go. Almost immediately after we decided it was a go, the everyone was wanting for more. The efforts, experience and
forecast began to change, but unfortunately we were committed. knowledge of all our instructors truly made the entire experience
Half the group decided to go to Gimli Friday night to avoid an early worthwhile. The enjoyment was tremendous, the results incredible
morning and shortly after our arrival, white flakes began to fall from and the experience addictive! ■
the heavens. The thought of Porsche's at speed, on summer tires, on
a track in the snow, was not pleasant. The flurries continued
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•

Membership Counts (as of February 26, 2013)

•

Red River Region
o Founded - November 1999
Membership: 25
o Territory:
Province of Manitoba
o Growth over the years, (with credit to Yvonne for

•

the chart):

•

Membership Growth
o It is everyone's job! I cannot do it alone.
o There are two components to
membership:
§ Recruiting new members
§ Retaining existing members
o MPI advises that, in Manitoba, there are
711 Porsches registered to 670 owners.
Thus, 27% are members of the PCA – but
73% are not!
o Each year, the PCA presents two awards
for the best Regional membership growth:
§ Largest actual growth – this
category favours the larger regions
§ Largest factored growth – this
category favours the smaller
regions
o In 2012, the Upper Canada Region (most
of Ontario) ended the year with 2050
members – a net increase of 112, to win
the actual growth award.
o Meanwhile, the Las Vegas Region ended

•

the year with 402 members – a factored
growth of 231, to win the factored growth
th
award. The Red River Region came in 9
with a factored growth of 85
o The PCA has 139 Regions with the three
largest being:
1. Potomac – 2276 members
2. Northern New Jersey – 2149
members
3. Upper Canada – 2050 members
What can you do to help our growth?
o If you know, or see, anyone with a
Porsche urge them to consider joining our
club.
o Tell them about our monthly meetings
with a draw for a $25 gift certificate every
time.
o Tell them about our monthly magazine,
Panorama, delivered to their door and our
fabulous bi-monthly newsletter, the Red
River Ramblings.
o Tell them about our drives out - some for
an afternoon and some for a whole
weekend.
o Tell them about the driving events from
Autocross to hot laps at Gimli.
o Tell them about dealer discounts.
o Tell them about the car show events such
as Sunday Night Cruise at the Pony Corral,
Show and Shines, etc. etc.
o But most important of all, get their
contact information and pass it to me. I
will make them an offer they can't refuse!
Any questions? My contact information is on the
outer back cover of this newsletter. ■

The 2nd Porsche Owners Driving School will be held April 1314 at Gimli Motorsports Park. The instructors will once again
be Jonathan Urlin and Keas Neirop both with plenty or
Porsche specific experience. The school will be limited to 12
students with a 1 to 4 instructor ratio. Attendees will provide
their own car as in the past with the focus on learning more
about your car and how to drive it better. The first school
proved to be an overwhelming success and beneficial for all
attendees. Cost will be approx $1600.00 for the 2 days and will
include hotel for Saturday night in Gimli. If interested contact
Rick Dobel at rick@dobelinsurance.ca for further information.
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European Leather Cream
from ITALY for Porsches,
Jackets, Furniture Direct
from Italy for your
PORSCHE interior. Three
jars. One to clean, shine and
protect against
environmental elements;
one as a conditioner and
softener, and one as a color
restorer. Often the best
products are those you
cannot purchase in a store.
This is a natural based
product that uses no chemicals, colorings, silicones, waxes or artificial
ingredients. Which is why these jars will last you for years as the less you
use the better. Most products require you to gob it on. These work better
the less you use. The world's number one selling leather care product of
its kind is used on the type of quality hides you'll find in your exotic, no
matter how old they are. NOTE: It can also be used on your leather
furniture, jackets, purses, and boots and shoes. It even brings back old
parched vinyl from the dead. $99 for the set. Call Kevin @ 204-254-5178
or email: porscheclub@mac.com
Porsche 964 Carrera 4 (in Original
Unopened Box) The PORSCHE 964
Cabriolet in rare yellow over white.
Hood, doors and trunk all open.
Original "Porsche 911" hold-down
straps keep the doors, hood and trunk
from being opened. It even has an
engine specification chart attached to
the display stand. Something rarely
seen even on older 1:18 models.
NOTE: This is a nice BRAND NEW
model in original display box. $149
PORSCHE 1982 Models (Full
Color Catalog—24 page) A rare
piece of Porsche paraphernalia. If
you own a 1982 Porsche model or
love the early 1980's Porsches,
this is for you. This "printed in
West Germany" original provides
detailed information on each
individual Porsche model with
professional photographs
showing various angles and
features. This goes back to a time
when Germany was divided. PORSCHE 911SC, Targa, Cabriolet, 944,
928S. $79

performance meter 2. World's
SMALLEST most compact
performance meter 3. 3-Axis (x,y,z)
measurements for greater accuracy 4.
Faster refresh rate plus automatic
recalibration with each start 5. No
programming required 6. Large backlit
LCD display 7. Windshield mount (no
cords) This is the hottest little unit for
measuring all critical aspects of any
driver event, whether it be autocross,
rally or just plain seeing what kind of
power, cornering and braking ability your PORSCHE has. Here you get
the real numbers you can brag about. Measures: 1. 0-60 2. 1/4 Mile (time
& speed) 3. Braking force 4. G-Force 5. Horsepower. The cordless
feature makes it easy to use in several different forms of transportation
on the same day and at the same event. $199. Call Kevin @ 204-2545178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

AUTOS FOR SALE
For sale, 1986
Porsche 944
Turbo. 133,000
miles, looks like
30,000! Guards
Red/Tan. One of
the feature cars
(2nd place in its
category) in the
2008 Winnipeg World of Wheels Car Show. Extremely nice condition,
power everything. Upgrades include Lindsay Racing boost enhancer,
stainless steel braided fuel lines, K&N filter kit, Weltmeister chip set,
adjustable camber plates, Bilstein adjustable front shocks/w Hypercoil
400# springs, LED interior lighting, etc. etc. Does not burn oil and pulls
strong. Great Car!!! Original parts and extras included. Over $6k worth
of upgrades added in the last two years. Asking $11,500.00 OBO.
Contact Geoff for details. (204) 227-5442.

1979 Porsche 924. I have
owned it for 10 years. It has
just rolled over 100,000 miles.
I have done some motor and
body work. 5 speed manual
trans, removable roof panel,
good tires, reasonable
condition. Contact: Andy
Aitken, 807-937-6894 (H) or
807-221-9199 (C)
abaitken@gmail.com

1990 PORSCHE 928. 85K Original km. Imported from Germany. The
only 2-door V8 offered by Porsche. Luxury size comfort interior for grand
touring. Being made available to local PCAers first before it gets publicly
listed in the Spring. Most technologically advanced Porsche for 1990.
Dual airbags. Dual power seats. Dual (front & rear) A/C. Porsche ABS,
RDK (TPMS), PSD (Variable limited-slip), DRL. Carbon Fiber overlays.
Digital driver information system. Tilt cockpit. New European leather
wrap steering wheel and center console. Wheels refinished at Winnipeg
Wheel Works. New tires. New brakes.
Ventilated & cross-drilled discs.
Power sunroof, windows and locks.
Original black leather interior. LED
interior lighting. Tinted windows.
Recent bumper-to-bumper service
completed with all repair and service
Accelerometer Performance Meter G-Force MATRIX 3-Axis
records. A rare find in Winnipeg. Price
Accelerometer (World's Only Wireless). BRAND NEW sealed box. No
on request. porscheclub@mac.com.
taxes to pay. Works on ALL forms of transportation (bikes, boats, karts,
sleds, cars, trucks, motorcycles) Features: 1. World's ONLY cordless
204-254-5178.

ULTIMATE AUTOMOBILES
(Published by Motorbooks
International—Hardcover) This beautiful
illustrated hardcover collectible consists of
190 full color illustration pages all in a
hardcover format. From the 60's and 70's,
here are fourteen of the most finely bred
automobiles ever assembled in one
publication such as the 1974 Porsche 911
Turbo and the 1977 Porsche 928. This
publication has long been out of print as it
was published decades ago. $99 Call Kevin at 254-5178 or email
porscheclub@mac.com and request the myriad of photos showing some
of the illustrations this publication offers.

To place an ad, contact newsletter@redriverpca.org
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RRR PCA MEMBER LIST
As the Red River Region has grown, members have requested that to
enable better discussions amongst owners, particularly those with
the same model of Porsche, a list of owners be made available.
Privacy concerns prevent this list from being published in the
newsletter, but the region has a secure, password protected,
member's only section of our website. Email addresses will be
blocked from being read by spiders, bots, or other automated spam
programs. Communications with other members are to be of a noncommercial nature. However the Board still wishes to give those
members who wish to be excluded from the list the opportunity to do
so. If you do not wish your name, Porsche model, email or phone
number to be included in the list, please contact a member of the
Board. Each item can be removed separately, or at a later date, so
please consider allowing some method of other owners to
communicate with you as it only enhances your PCA experience.

Club Meetings:
(Pony Corral Pier 7 - 1700 Pembina Hwy)
7:00 p.m. Wed., April. 3rd, 2013 & 7:00 p.m. Wed., May 1st 2013

President
Geoff Reimche
(204) 227-5442
944guy@gmail.com
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB
Vice-President
Waiyen Chu
waiyen.chu@gmail.com

Treasurer
David Breed
DLBreed@mts.net

Please feel free to join us earlier for refreshments before the meeting begins.
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR ANY EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org
As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Keith Gordon
keith@peerlessinvestments.ca

Past President
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES
Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca

Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

Moving Car
Mark Sawatsky
marksawatsky@gmail.com

Kim Fritze
612-275-4891
Zone10rep@gmail.com

If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

Red River Region Calendar of Events

